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Item number: 8160257750

6 days 22 hours
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11:16:50 PST

Start time:

Jan-07-05 11:16:50
PST
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0 bids

Item location:

Mount Sinai, New
York
United States
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Worldwide

marioallstar2600 ( 46

)

Feedback Score: 46
Positive Feedback: 97.9%
Member since Jul-23-03 in United
States
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Item Specifics - Video Games
Platform: -Rating:
-Condition: --

Genre:
-Sub-Genre: -Format:
NTSC (US, Canada)
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This isn't something you come across everyday! A promotional Lesiure Suit Larry press kit. I don't know much about
this kit, besides who I got it from! It is one of the coolest/funny press kits I have ever seen in my life. The person I got
it from says it was handed out to game stores before the release of the game, but I have never seen one in a store. So
the actual history of this bad boy is a mystery to me. The press kit includes
- A promotional DVD with clips of the games
- A 'used' condom with wrapper
- A 'puked' on T-Shirt
- A 'peed' in beer bottle
- A letter with some history of the game
I doubt for health reasons that the stuff is actually puked on, peed in, or finished in BUT man if there not they got
pretty close to getting the smell right! I have kept one of these in there own bags because they stink! The top of the
beer bottle is sealed, so that is a faint smell. I have opened the condom and tasted that and..... they got the taste pretty
good to.
I doubt (because of laws) this stuff is really used but it is funny. I don't know if this was really handed to stores or
what. It seems very proffesionaly done not to be though.
I ship worldwide, shipping will be $10 bucks flat in the US. I accept paypal, check, and money order. Enjoy! Feel free
to e-mail me with any questions, and thank you for looking.
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Will ship to Worldwide

Payment methods accepted

Personal check
Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.
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Leisure Suit Larry Press Kit (Ps2,xbox) RaRe!
Starting bid:

US $4.99

Your maximum bid: US $
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(Enter US $4.99 or more)
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